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Disabled in Idaho:

·Breaking Down
",',

Barriers
by Janice Pavlic
BE electric doors,
'but students, faculty, arid
.administration are extremely
~ ..
sensitive to thiS.,problem and
assist us," said Steve MuffleY,BSU student
and 'former president of BSU's Executive
Task Force on' Physically Disabled
Students -.
disabledpers~ns, is)ivirig' in .an age-of
transition. Technological breakthroughs
have enabled Steve to adapt more
confortably and efficiently' to an environment that previously imposed major
limitations.
Disabled'. persons now, use motorized
wheelchairs and have the. option of being,
transported 'in vehicles equipped .with BSU student Steve Muffley says the school has been quick to alleviate the architectural. and
hydraulic lifts. Communication is less attitudina/barriers often faced by the disabled. Photo by Meg Pereday..
(S55). "It Is aimed at: assisting students in '..
an architect are on it. They are
restricted with a TTY ,a·telecommunicator' and
wrlting.. .to augment those -that have
responsive to~equests.';
physically limited writing capabilities,"
that is used like a .rypewriter: It feeds out
said:Mech. Characterizing the 'class as .
self-perpetuating,
Mech suggested that .
the typed:m·essage. paperthat' resembles'
students might use their skills learned from
~:.,.- '~11lercf are: iSO-to 270. disabled students
.Edit2 in- independent studies.
adding.machine tape.
.
TOPIA WOULD

, ',BStJ'-

on

.

at BSU,"states Janet Centanni of Student.
A. BSU class that physically assists
Special Services (SSS). HThe u5uaIcontact
disabled students'. is "Adaptive Physical
time. is. during pre-registration
and
Education," . a 1: credit course offered
registration because they get priority," she . throughPhysicaiEducation
Department ..
Muffley majors in po!iticalscierice\\1th
continued. Disabled students are guaran"Wehave. it four daysaweek, one hour a
an emphasis on public administration.,:, teed ariy class they sign up for through SSS.
day," said Steve Wallace,who,
.as an
Upon. graduation, heiritendstopursue
a
';Describingthe use of SSS services used
Assistant Professor ofPhysiucaI . Educacareerir. personnel. Muffley. "just resigned
by the disabled Centanni said, "They . tion, has run the class for 10 years.
. .
from the TaSKForce Wednesday, thdltlr;shouldknow
about them." She attributes
"It's basically a rehabilitation class," ,
and is graduating in December."
.the tendency toward the lack of active . said Wallace, "Tor those.",h()
cannot
Hesaidlhe
Task Force'irtitiated
usage, of services to "natural,studerit
compete or successfully participate,
Handicapped Awareness Day atBSU to -reluctance." . Centanni said SSS does 'regular P.E~ It'sall an individual program.
"educate traditional students, faculty and. encourage disabled students to take Dr.
There are kids in here wanting to work on'
admlnistratlonjhat
BSU's disabled stu- Mech's speci3Itopic'S course, Edit2,andleg
strength~Wehave'peopleiniliep061'
dents areas mentally capable as other' according to Mech, quite a few disabled
right now wanting toworkon endurance.":
students: That's, not' to say
are
students are enrolled in it.'
"Most of the.' time. they -Iift . weights
necessarily superior" but equal." .' .. .'
The two credit course is primlHily"for
because that's what most of them want to
. . "The'Task Force was setup to assist . the' motor impaired
student that has, do. A lot of them want to be able' to'Hft,'
disabledstuderits in removing. barrierson
difficulty writing papers," explained Mech.
themselves out of their wheelchairs, so they
campus ...botharchitectural
and attituThe Fall'Slc1ass schedule describes, Edit2 ,exerciseto build themselves up," continued
dinal,'~ . explained .Muffley,"however,as
Hal} imr6duction to teXt editing or word WaIlace.
'.' ".
..
. ','
..
.•'
now,becuaSe BSUissoquick
to alleviate' processing.~~ The students use "the Edit2 .. Steve Keisey, .6 student in Wallace's
most ofthebarrierS,Ithas
become more.of
package already. installed
on BSU's "class,
is taking it 'for exercise; 'I am
a social arid educationorgaruiiltion."·.·
HP3000computer,"
.....
.. " ,.'
. majoringin.,socialwork,"
he said "and
"The:A~essibility Comiriiti~ has'taken
.', 'The class ~as establis~ed at the requesf
hopefully~'ll get a jolihl a rehab hospital '
the' main ,thrust , of~: tli~ Task 'Force's . of' Marguenta .'Mendoza. deSugiyamli.
.w~ikingwith ~pinal:cord injuries." Kelsey, '.
,responsibility. It is aBSU .presidentialAdmiiUstrative.~~tantto.th.~
Dean:o(himself.iS.diSabl~adue
tQ- a';spjnalcord
.....
; ,l:'e~~n.~1)~~,"J)r~~)9\V~~~J!J9~f~,IP,)~e
.." o,". ,.,<;OIJ.U,ll~t~;.•,:l?e!l.n;Wil~~ql)",J,.¢~~M.er~~ , ,~~u,d,e!l!
,;N!v}~qr)'.' ~~~. S~i~ ....~i~s ,in 'my:' • . .; ..",,::,'
'.,'
,'"
; •':;'~;::':;:"~:: />::'.',.>:,"
:'>":'><:::;~:':";:';':::>;":::(~;; {;/~::'
>I.;,~,'v~,~':'~.:i'.~,~,
••~.~N.·.!.:'·
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N •••
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Any.
can also be used for telephone
communication. Both parties set their
phone receivers into a transmitter on the
machine, they type away on the keyboard.
Thetransmitted
messages are deciphered
and printed out on both ends. .
. A decade ago,communication
for.the
deaf or multiply impaired was, by far, more
cumbersome than it is today.····
:
· Progress is taking place on a personal
level; too. Advocation of rights for the
disabled continues to 'strengthen, . the'
non-disabled are becoming more educated
to the needs of the disabled, anrl'the
"disabled, themselves, have. moreoppo~-'
tunities available to them today then
they've ever had; It isn't perfect; but it's
improving.
· Social change is an engaging process that
takes root after a consistent and. concerted
effort toward change. Personal action is
mobilized, .then made more effective' as.
.more join to compound the effort. for.
change.'
,
· The disabled are 'using organizing
,techniques plUStheir own skills and ~alents'
.
to change their worlds. Steve Muffley is a
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For Someone Special .•.
Shop at a Special Store ..

I

!

Monday

\
Layaway for HolidayGivin~
with a STUDENT DISCOUNT

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
Fun·

SaturqQ-Y

' Sunday
Drink &

O~

sport

Ladies

Bud

Night

Night

Night

Night

COGktails

$1.75

2 for 1

. Tequilla

All

$1.50

2 for 1

a

4 -.7 pm

.75 cents

Draft

Pitchers

all

You

Night

Can

'pitcher

1207

During

6pm

BROADWAY

Game

to

til

10m

Closing

Night

,.

Drown

\

Drink

$4.00
per
Person

·11
t. ...
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-8 pm
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SOIjP
SALAD
SANDWICHES
DEER
WINE
SODA

Monday·

Thursday

3 pm t" Close
Buy one Large sandwich
and get a Pitcher of
Beer for only $100

1/2 Dlock So. of University on Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday

I,'

10:30. am to 7 pm

.

..

.... '

NewsReal

by Pacific~ews

Service

c

, u.s. News

and World Report says
there's talk that Richard Nixon is about to
end his political exile and attempt a
comeback as a candidate for the U.S.
Senate from New Jersey. Nixon recently
purchased a house in the Garden State and
themagazine saysthat's led to speculation
that he'll try to. replace another tainted
politician: Senator Harrison Williams,
who's expected to step down in 1982, after
his conviction last year in the Abscam case.
U.S. News and World Report, November
16.

}(etchup a\regetable?
Those controversial regulations declaring
. ketchup a vegetable in school lunches may
be back. President Reagan said they were
all a mistake, but that's not the way
Agriculture Secretary John Block tells it.
"Both President Reagan and I felt they
were in tune with the Administration's
policy," he says. And while the rules are
being rewritten, he promises, "the intent
and thrust will not be changed."

Sober Nuclear Workers?
You might be able to rest easier knowing
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
considering a rule requiring nuclear plant
operators to be sober on the job. As of
now, no rule prevents plant workers from
showing up under the influence of drugs or
alcohol. Washington Post, November 2.

Grant Vs. The Gipper

I
11

Senate
Report

by Russ Markus
"I look at them as being noihing more
than an: oddity, nothing more than a joke;
Of course, then again, I'm sure there were a
lot of Germans that looked at Hitler's
group in the mid-1930's or late ,1920's as
nothing more than a joke."
That was the reaction of Dana Copper, a
student in Dr. James Christensen's
Sociology 101 class, to Reverend Richard
'Butler and his followers. Butler, leader of
the Church of Jesus christ Christian,
Aryan Nations, a religious group dedicated
to white suremacy, accompanied by six
uniformed
followers.
addressed
BSU
sociology classes Monday. He spoke on the
subject of territorial imperative and the
need for a 'homeland'
for the Aryan
Nation.
'

Last year's 13-week actor's strike may be
a taste of things to come, now that Ed
Asner is president of the Screen Actor's
Guild. Asner convinced fellow actors they
should elect an "activist" president who'll
hold out for more the next time the union
negotiatesJoyalties for pay T.V. programs.
He also promised to speak out on political
. issues--includingAmerican involvement in
El Salvador and the air controller's strike;
That marks a change in tactics for the
Actor's Union, whose presidents have (,
steered clear of politics since the early ,
1950's, when Ronald Reagan aligned the
union with the late Senator Joe McCarthy
to identify and blacklist left-wing actors.
,Lgs Angeles Times, November 9.

W at~hdogLosesFangs
One ofWashingtc'O's most powerful
consumer watchdogs has lost its fangs,
thanks to the Reagan Administration.
Under President Carter, the Energy
Department's Office of Consumer Affairs
made headlines by repeatedly knocking'
\D.O.E. officials for handing out worthless
information on the energy crisis and
underestimating the impact <ifoil price
decontrol on the poor. Those days are
overt the head of the office, Tina Hobson,
has been fired--by her account, for resisting
orders to spy 011 community activists. Her
replacement is Paula Unruh,whose
previous paid employment consists of four
, years as a secretary for an oil firm in Tulsa
and a brief stint as aide to an Oklahoma
.Congressman--both in the fifties .. Not ,
much of a background for the job, but
then, she won't have that much to do. The
consumer affairs budget has been slashed
from six million dollars to $548,000, and
the staff cut from 30 to eight. Unruh says
her plans tor the pared-down office haven't
been firmed up, but she has met with her -,
superiors, and, in her words: "We hav~'
discussed the fact we have high hopes.

,resigned "to devote full energy and time to
serving God and Nation."
According to the Biography of Aryan
Nation, written by Butler, "While active in
business life, the closest thing to my heart
was the future of my nation; therefore,
most all available spare time was spent
studying and delving into various service
and political organizations, trying to arouse

The peoples of.the Aryan Nations, said
Butler, are the true descendents of the
twelve tribes, of Israel, the true "chosen
people of God." "The Devil has lead many
of you to believe that the Bible teels us that
the Jews are the chosen people, this is not
true, the Jews are the children of Satan,"
said Ted Grey, one of Butler's followers. .
'''Eve had sexual intercourse with Satan
in the form of a serpent, in the garden of
Eden, and begat Cain, who is the father of
the Jewish race." When questioned about
the nationality of Jesus, Butler replied,
"He was not a Jew. He was an Aryan, like
myself, a descendent of Abraham."
Butler, and the Church of Jesus Christ
Christian, believe that every race of. man is '
compelledbya
t~rrigorial imperative, that
is, an inborn need to have a place set aside
for the protecticin and survival of that race.
America, he says, is the land promised to
the white race by God. "America 'was
established for that purpose, to serve as a
homeland for the Aryan race," Butler said
"and it served that purpose until 1868," theyear President Lincoln signed-the Emancipation Proclamation.
Observed student Doug Coats, "he
didn't say how they would purify the U.S.,
but r gotthe impression they would do it
through violence."
The Church of Jesus Christ Christian,
founded by Dr. Wesley Swift, has since
been under the direction of Rev. Butler.
Butler served as a flight engineer, instructor
for the Air Force during World War 11, and
since that time has -owned and operated II
machine plant, invented II method of rapid
repair for tubeless tires, and. served as
senior manufacturing engineer for Lockheed Aircraft Company, a post he says he

":';

ASBSU

Aryan Rev ere nd
.Speaks atBSU

Nixon Ressurection

".'

Rev. Richard Butler of the Aryan Nations
group spreads his, white supremacist
message during an appearance before a
:!JSl! ,soc.i%g~ class. Photo by Russ
Markus.
attention of friends,
acquaintances,
members of fraternal organizations, and
business associates to action, concerning
the threat of Jewish communism."
When asked if he condoned Hitler's
extermination of the Jews during World
War II, Butler said, "Hitler did not
exterminate any Jews, he did not order the
extermination of any Jews .. all photos of
the exterminations; are faked. They' are
either photos of dead Germans, killed by
the Americans at Dresden, or they are
superimposed or doctored photos from the
Civil War. The systematic extermination of
six million Jews is totaUyimpossible ....
They weren't killed, they were shipped here
after the' war.",
Student Jack Helton said "His logic was
so faulty, his reasoning was so absurd, that
he lost meat every turn. Lthink maybe that
was his intention ..... to keep you busy
trying to unravel his logic."

For those of you who wonder just what
the ASBSU Senate is doing,. with your
.money, here' is 'a general summary of the
major events that have transpired in the last
week. We not only handle an annual budget
of $300,000, but we also (each week) make
decisions and take action each week that in
some way affects our constituents--you the
students of Boise State University. So, with
this in mind, it might be a good idea to take
this opportunity to better acquaint yourself
with some of the activities of the BSU
Senate so that when issues arise that you
have a personal interest in or concern
about, you can let us, your Senators know,
and we in turn can bettetrepresent you and
your money.
There are three standing committees in
the Senate; Legislative Revision, Academic
Affairs,
and Student
Affairs.
These
committees are where most legislation
originates. This week these committees are
working on changes in the Election Code
'and a Personnel Selection Committee Act.
With regards to the Student Programs
Board, there are two pieces of legislation,
one entitled the Student Programs Board
Bill and the other the Student Programs
Advisory Board bill. The Senate is also still
considering some changed, in the fee
structure for part-time students, changes
which would have an effect on nearly half
of BSU's 'student population. A Public
Relations Bill and the formation of a
Senate Ethics Committee are also in the
works.
Teasurer Tracy Lefteroff reported to
the Nov. 11 Senate that the Financial
Advisory Board (FA B) is currently working
on a comprehensive act to consolidate 'all'
Senate acts that deal with financial matters.
Also, acting Programs Board Director
Brian Harm presented the SPB Service'
award amount for final approval by the
Senate.
The Nov. 12 Caucus was treated to a
special presentation by the Vice-President
for Student Affairs, Dr. David Taylor,
entitled "Trends in Student Government in
the 1980's." Student body President Tony
Lund and Vice-President Kay Kemp also
supplied· the Senators with' II financial
breakdown of expenditures made OIi the'
recent ASBSU trip to Reno.
If you have any questions or concerns,
please call us at our office number,
385-1440, or attend our senate meetings on
Wednesdays
at 3:40 in the Senate
Chambers and Senate caucuses Thursday
at 3:40 in the Senate Offices. Both are
located on the second floor of the SUB.

Jogging for the Over~Wait
by .Sherry Swanson

~y other method, the university wasusing
3 and 4) will be able to add classes at that
Were you one of those people standing in
about 20,000 schedules- for its 11,000
time.
.
line during registration, wondering if there
students. The rationing of schedules is an
Now for the good news •. Anyone who is
wasn't a better way to handle the situation?
attempt to keep those costs down-so that
still here in 1982 'may find themselves
, Next time, put on .your jogging shoes,
the increase in expenditures, of printing of
dealingwith a new computer system.
jog in place, or .doexercises. , It'll keep
schedules won't have to be paid by the
Plans are underway,Yunkerssaid,
to
down your blood pressure ... because it'S not
students;
(And I thought that hefty
purchase II new computer, design a new
going to get any better.
,
increase' in student', fees .was too much
system, and fund its employees to simplify
Susanna Yunkers, registrar,
advises
,already -I really don't ,like the idea of
the process. Students will pre-register with
those who dislike standing in line to avoid
paying for my dassschedules~ though even
a. data" processing staff on-line to the
the first and last days of the process, when,
at 25 cents apiece, it's cheaper than
computer. At the same time materials are
she said, the lines are the longest.'
On
standing in, line for 30 minutes.)
fed into the computer, pre-requisites will be
Friday 'at 4 p.m., the last day to
Yunk~rsexpected about 8500 returning
checked (one of the real pitfalls of the
pre-register, there were about 400 students'
students and, about 1200 new students to
current system is that this cannot be done),
in the hall waiting to be processed.'
have been processed 'through the office - and registration will be completed:
Bills
For those of you; like me.. who didn't
during pre-registration.
Forms-are then
will even be given out at that time. Isn't '
really ne,ed,'pre-registration materials' the
handled through
the 'computer,
with
that good news?
.
first day but wanted to work out next
prioritytothosewith
the most credithours
Just think of it.v.we can stand in line tosemester's ",scheduJe,Ylmkersexplliined
'
earned.
.
pick up materials, then do if aU over again
that the one-to-a-student policy of handing
. Students who do not receive full
the,' next week . while. we wait for the
outthe schedules goes back along time.
schedul~s(schedules may be picked upI>ec..
computer's: approval of our choices;
, Before pre-registration by computer, or
.
'
,Aren't
computers wonderful? '
.......
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Editorial:·

'

lUIPN'rWANT .TO HlT
THE BIG' TURKEY WITH ALL
THE UTIlE TURKEYS

A Few.PenStrokes
About License Plates

HIM

AROUND

Remember these. license plates'?

l~U··
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Forget them. I want to tell you when-and
why you should forget something as simple
as the license plates that adorn your
bumpers. But, I'm not going to; instead I'd
'like to introduce you to the newest item hot
'off Idaho State Pen presses. Introducing
the 1981 (odd year) license plate:

1·

IDAHO

..

11

AV

§ <\Famous PotatOes. [ill]
Now why should a whole - editorial
column be devoted to something as inane
as license plates'?
Maybe the Idaho
Legislature could tell you. Last year public
sentiment as to whether or not the state
should have a new license plate created a
fracas that went from the hallowed halls of
the legislature straight to the pages of the

Idaho Statesman.:.

-

Yet, even .with all that public outcry, it
,still seems somewhat silly to give an
editorial damn about that pair of green and .
white twins that grace every auto blessed by
the Department of Motor Vehicles.
From nuclear armaments to voodoo
economics, there are many more pressingsocial concerns than what appears on-apiece of stamped aluminum.
However,
these license
plates,
hailed
as the
"billboards of Idaho-the embassaries-ofour-state," are basically ugly.
When traveling across America you
might happen to see that many states have
updated their license plates--pleasingly.
Last year's debate produced a visually
appealing candidate .for licensehood; it
featured a green silhouette of Idaho's
•mountains. Its pne failing, it seems, was its
motto:
"The Gem State."
It was,
however, a very professional piece of
graphic art-our new license plates are not.
There was something pleasantly Idaho
about the old plates, yet, all things: must
change. Why that change, however, had to
take the shape of unsuccessfully mixing an
Idaho tourism logo with a "famous
potatoes" logo that looks something like an
Ore-Ida advertisement, is bothersome.
It seems that not only do we as
Americans need to take a more active role
in participating in our government, helping
to intelligently decide those "pressing social
concerns," but additionally we as Idahoans'
need to take on one more resporisibllity,
selecting our license plates:
To thatend,hercHsa
first suggestion for
a new 1982 license plate: :'
'

The innocent Bvstander
1) The Senate Rules state thatseveil
Senators constitute a quorum. Therefore,
having only six Senators present, they still
could not have taken any action even if I
were present.
2) I did not use any of the monies
allocated by the Senate. I used my own
funds...
.
.
~ 3) The Senate, twoweeksprior, with.a
majority of the Senate present, allocated
money for the trip by a vote of 6-2.
'
4) In an open letter to me in the
November 11, 1981 issues of the News Dave
Barron stated that I did not return to the
meeting. That Thursday evening was the
Blackfoot concert which Iattended. I came
to the Student Union to get a coke and play
a game of pool-that is where I was
contacted in regard to this meeting. Having
waited 4S minutes for the Senators to show
up, the friend I was with stated that she was
not interested in staying and wanted togo
home: At that time, I told Naomi Peck that
I would be back. Twenty minutes later,
when I returned, all but one Senator. had
left.
I bent over backwards to do
everything I. could and yet they couldn't
wait 20 minutes more.
It seems to me. that I let a lot of these
comments pass without giving them much
thought.
I feel they are obviously
misinformed, but when they accuse me of
financial misappropriations, that's where I
draw the line;
These people have been harassing-me all
year. I think that it's time for an end to -,this
backbiting if student government wants-to
do, any thing constructive.

Anopen.letter

There will be many lobbyists for it. .'If
you don't like it, you're going to have to
fight it~-you'rC'-going to have to changeit.

'.R..espo
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Photos 6/Russ Markus.
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Bootstraps For All
:.

By·.ArthurHoppe
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.. Nobusin~ssman is-more: ebullient these days' than Milton Haberdash, the bootstrap
tycoon.'
Bootsfraps had gone somewhat out of fashion during recent administrations. Ever since
his election, however, President Reagan has been actively promoting bootstraps as the best
possible tool forthe nation's 24 million poor to lift themselves up out of the depths of
poverty.
Not only that, but Mr. Reagan went to Mexico last month to convince Third World
leaders that what their people also needed were good old-fashioned American bootstraps
and not a bunch of loans and grants and complicated stuff like that.
Haberdash, a man of action, has already been off to test this vast, untapped overseas
bootstrap market. One of the first potential customers he ran into was an elderly gentleman •
Mr _ Tupoor Tuweet, in the marketplace of Abbadabbadu.

"'''''''
"Here you are, Mr. Tuweet," said Haberdash, opening his sample case. "Have a pair of
these genuine top-grain cowhide bootstraps with which to pull yourself up."
Tuweet examined them Closely. "And how do I pull myself up by my bootstraps'?" he
asked:'"
' "
.
"Frankly," admitted Haberdash, "it's'not as easy as it sounds. But we'll help you. First,
we'll cut off funds for the Abbadabbadu Irrigation Project which was to have converted
10,000 acres of arid desert into a banana yogurt plantation."
.
"That's a help'?" asked Tuweet.
"You bet," said Haberdash. "We have to get our government off your back or you'll
never be able to lift yourself up. That's simple American know-how. But it's up to you to
pull yourself together by tightening your belt."
"What's a belt'?"
.
"That piece of rope around your waist will do. Then we'll have. to trim off your fat."
"My what'?"
, "Can't lift yourself up ifrou're too fat. Any fool can see thar.Lthlnk the best way to do.
Jt would be to cut down on your school lunch program. What would you say to a simple tofu
sandwich-with catsup and relish'?"
~'Hot dogl"
,.'
.,".
"That's the spirit, Mr. Tuweet. Now. our president has promised we Americans will get
just as rich .as we can so that we'llbe ab1e'totrlckle down on you and thereby give you a

Tony'

much neededliftc.But inthe final~aIysi~,h~ says, it'sup to you. You must have faith notin
our help,;he$ays,. but in.t'the magic 6(;:the"Jnarketphice." ','.
.,Lund:
. ~.T1-1\Veetglo~~ilYsurverecithe twci'~'~1W;goats and six wjihered casabas'tbatl:onstituted
Dear Mr. Lund;'
~J1e;(bbadabl5a:du; Jl}-arKetp.lac,e."I'll try/,"~e said.
•.
.. Twas wondering -if you could please use"
:' '''~'' "
. ,,,>::~",,,:
.•~~;L,,~\,,,,,, '. --,.., ',,
"
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The Navy is looking for officer-instructors
for its Nuclear Power Schools. The Navy
leads the world in the application of
Nuclear Power for propulsion, with over 100
nuclear-powered ships, .. and more on thewayl
Instructors in Math, Physics, Chemistry,
engineering, and Nuclear Technology are needed
for our schools.
.. .
You need: BS/MS Degree.
We offer: $16,700-$17,500 to start and our
comprehensive benefit package.
Call: Mr. OwsleyCollect (208) 334-1495 .
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News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
.University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors reserve allrights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor ofthe SUB. Hours
8:3,0 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.
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a full year of The
University /Vews for 56,

. Qet

delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S.
Government to boot. Allow
-that agent two weeks to .
deliver The UniversitY News,

. 1910 University Dr. Boise, ID
83725.
Name: .
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Address:
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. It's the middle of the night and
'
,everyone has an excuse. Then,finalIY,
you get the one person Who, even though
'he's not very happy.about it,
' ..
, will come through. And you'
think; "I knew it. Why didn't
I just call him in the first ..
place?" ,
, So when the crisis is
Over. he's going to deserve
something a little special .
Tonight, let it be LOwenbriiu~
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point where they can be sl:lf-suffi~i.ent,. we
. try to place them in the competitive Job

Disabled
In
Idaho

dnia;;;n;;-;diiu;;nlr'n;;;g;-tith;';e~d;ay;,!,i:--~nformation
and referral, traini~g ~n le~al
. continued.
rights, representation 'and administrative
. "What we provide is 'an alternative for
hearings and ultimately, if necessary, Legal

m~~:t~~~ hundred people employed in"llie
workshops throughout Idaho are "almost
entirely mentally retarded people. We. do
get a few people that have physical
'sa'bilities too, and some have multiple,
al "
dl
disabilities, both mental and physic ,.
Strahler said.
,
He has "developed a marketmg pr~gram
for goods and services that the workshops
produce. We're basically trying to improve

parents who have trouble with the child 'at
home. In the past, the only outlet would
havebeen the state Institution in Nampa. It
has 460 people," said Day.
.
"We are preventing or trying to
deinstitutionalize
children, provide a
Iarge,
community base, instead ofa
segregated school."
.
Boise Group Home, Inc., is funded by
Medicaid under, Title 19,' Which "they're

• Continued from cover
, Kelsey characterizes 'the services, for
disabled students at BSU as "Good. As far
as the campus goes, 1 don't think there's a
building I can't get into."
His' schooling is paid for through
Vocational Rehabilitation. "They pay for
illy tuition, and anything-it takes to get me
through schooL.wheel chairs, any type of
equipment at all ... they help me out at
horne."

Vocational
Rehabilitation
For a person to be eligible for Vocational
Rehabilitation the person "must have a
physical or mental disability which poses a
substantial handicap to employment," said
Barry Thompson of VQcational Rehabilitation. "There must be a reasonable.
expectation that, with the provisions of
rehabilitation services, the person will be
employable." he continued.
Voc Rehab will pay for tuition, supplies
and transportation for disabled students. It
will also contribute
to a person's
maintenance,
"if the student is really
strapped,"
said Thompson.
"With the
funding situation we're getting involved in,
we look very carefully at any kind of

.,:

The Blind See

Paul Kelsey, working out in his Adaptive Physico/Education
campus are accessible to him. Photo by Paul Peterson.'

1

Pride Enterprises

Boise Group Home

,J,'

class, says mf?st buildings on
.

talking about cutting back," Day said
"The state of Idaho presently is trying to
limit spending. so weare not sure what that
will be, but we feel relatively secure."
. "Many of our children came from.ldaho
State School and Hospital and many times
maintenance needs.";·, ,.
,
Live, Inc.
our services are half' or a littleillore .than
During. Fiscal ,Year ".1981'.Vocational
half of what it would cost if'they, were
Re\labilitationassisted
.1,043 Idahoans.
"'l1i.ompsonsaidtbe-i' had .a high success
Another Boise~bBSedh!,ndicapped w,or~",~" living .oui, ihere/':. explained: Day. "Many
rate.
.
.'
of our children would have . gone to the
shop has been less fortunate. Live, Inc., is
'institution if we had not, been: available."
"Probably the biggest single part of what
closing down after 32 years of operation.,
Day said, that many parents liked • the
we do is. counseling,"
said Thompson.
The workshop employed 17 retarded and
group home because "it's more homelike,
"Another thing we do is evaluation. Before
handicapped adults.
.'
less like an institution. The state school was
we get'involved in any kind of rehab plan
Morrison-Knudsen
Co., "bought the
we have to know what the potential of that
built in 1818 or 1908, something like that. It
workshop, which houses broom-making
has problems just in terms of the aesthetic
and woodworking' machines plus rug
person is."
Other services Voc Rehab provides"are
value. Being in tile community and being
looms, the tools of Live lnc.'s trade.
"medical help, surgery if it's needed.
smaller, we tend to have newer homes. The
Manager Leslie Cox said that high
'freament in other hospitals.
physical
newest one is in a subdivison, it's a regular
production costs necessitated the closure of
aids ... those can be provided. Tools and
home and parents like that aspect."
the workshop in a recent Statesman article.
Richard Davis. the administrator
for
licenses are another thing we do."
Live. Inc., was self-supporting and had
"Job placement is the light at the end of
Boise Group Homes. Inc., said that Idaho's
never relied on state or federal aid;
the tunnel." he said. Counselors search
"quality of care is ahead of most states.
however. raw materials prices have become
extensively for jobs in the public and
too prohibitive for them to continue
rating 4th or 5th in the U.S."
private sector for clients. They also follow
operating.
up on the rehabilitation employee to make
In a last ditch effort to survive, the board
sure he is adjusting to his or her new job. - of directors sought aid from Idaho
Vocational Rehabilitation; is under the
corporations but only received $300. The
. However, Jim Baugh, an attorney.for the.
Lions Club, Idaho Power Company and
, State Board of Education. Thompson said,
Coalition of Advocates on the Disabled.
" A lot of people think we're Health and
the Laura Moore Cunningham Foundation
(CO-AD) said, "I wouldn'thave.made.that
have helped support Live Inc.. but their
Welfare. well, we're' not."
statement. I, think that Idaho is very
'Traditionally 80 percent of Voc Rehab's
contributions arc not enough to keep it
progressive as far as the laws it has on the
funding base comes from the federal level
going.
books, but I think people very seldom pay'
and 20 percent comes from the state. Of
Most of the employees were notified
any attention to them."
.
their current flinding situation Thompson
about the possible closure last August,
Baugh describes CO-AD asa
private
said, "We still don't know about this year, . Vocational
Rehabilitation
has helped
non-profit corporation that is a "protecwe know that we're going to receive a
relocate them to other workshops.
tionand advocacy agency. Every state that'
substantial reduction in funding, we just I
Cox told the Statesman
that the
receives money from the developmental
don't know what that is yet." .
' equipment was to be liquidated, with the
disabilities program is required to have one.
proceeds used "to create a foundation to
"We are a consumer rights organization
provide grants, financial aid, scholarships
and our object is to require strict
and equipment for haridicapped people.",
compliance from educational programs and
HEW," Baugh explained. "The reason we
Pride Enterprises; located in Boise, is one
come .off progressive is '. because our
of 13 sheltered workshops in Idaho that
membership and our board of directors -are
receive fees from Health and. Welfare and
ptade up almost entirely of developmentally
Handicapped. children are usually not
Vocational···· Rehabilitation "for
services
• disabltdpeople. other disabled people, and
threatened with a loss ofjob' or support,
rendered .. These private non-profit corl1arents ,of disabled children. So, it's a
Problems, if at all, usually Slentfrom the
porations are under the Association of . appropriatC}less of theii' living situations.
consumer-operated organization."
IdahO Rehabilitmon
Facilities and Pride
>CO-AD Isdivided.into
three se$ffients.
In Idaho, alternatives' include children .
Enterprises is also. afftliated with· the Ada
Developmental
Disabilities
Councils,
living in group. homes, at the Idaho State
County 'Association of Retarded Citizens.
planning couricils,are
comprised of the
School and Hospital, or with their parents
These . workshops . contract with the
state agenCies' that .ht"lp handicapped
or guardians.
. '
".
. government and .private industry. Theii
people. Neltt is the group of. disabled
Boise Group Home, Inc., provides 3
,.products include jariitorial and grounds.•and/or their parents, _who have meetings
homes for 22 children. "We servi.ce severely
keepingserviccs,stake-making'
for' the
or profoundly handicapped children," said .' every three months. Then, there. is· the
Highway Departntent, commercial sewing',.
protection·' and advocacy system,. which is
Mike DaY, program director.
required to be independent of the state
and sign.engravingi'
"Typcially,the'
skins we work on are
Joe Strahler, marketing consultant, said,
, agencies. .
'. '.
..,
self-help skins, activities of daily living:
"The .. workshops provide rehabilitation
Idaho'sCO-AD's,
located in Lewiston,'
dressing, grooming,
and sClf-dlrected
Boise;. pocatello.and 'ld8hoFalIs,provic:k:
services, .trainioS'C'"personai as weUas
leisure
aclivltieS. The children go to pUblic
.
vocational, wbt!lUbey are trained to the
their sales base with the government," he
said. "I've spent 95 percent of my time with
the state and local goverpments."

CO~AD

\

Aid-type services for the developmentally
disabled," said Baugh.
Since~J 977, CO-AD has ~~ndled~ver
1800' cases and has held; training ~esslons
and workshops
teaching handlcappe~
. people how to organize and work for their
rights.
The organization receives $50,000 a year ,
direct from the federal government. It ~Iso
accrues many hours through volunteensm,
especially with VISTA volunteers.
"We're currently operating on a grant to
study advocacy for people who .are in
institutions' or who are at risk of being
placed in institutions, or those who have
been in institutions,"
said Baugh. The
grant CO.AD received. was one of three
. grants open to national competition.
Baugh explained the prevalent situatIOn:
"It is frequently the case where you have
non-disabled people telling disabled people
what they need, and then proceeding to do
whatever it takes to make. a particular
bureau or department look good, rather
than to serve needs of disabled people as
they see themselves."
"We run across
clear-cut cases of exploitation, but the
majority of cases are prc:blem solving
oriented," he continued.
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"The problem that we have is that most
people that want to write or say anything
about blindness do not have a clear
understanding of what we're dealing with."
said Ray Halverson from the Commission
on the Blind. "They have been prejudiced
and educated by all kinds of misunderstandings and myths 'throughout history.
Literature is replete with misunderst.andings of blindness, downgrading the blind
_individual, putting them on the .lower. end
'ofthe sociill scale."
"Many people believe,' from religious
beliefs. that the blind have been cursedby
their:,!<!Jodl ~,Mliny 'pebp!e"l:believC'; that'
somehow the loss of sight has left the blind
person without any chance of leading any
kind of a normal
life;"
Halverson
continued.
"Now, none of that is true. Some people
move to 'the next stage and feel that is is
their social and moral responsibility to be
.the caretaker of the poor, helpless blind.
That's
not. true,
either,'"
Halverson
. stressed.
.
"What we have done now, is to move to
a new level where we understand and accept
the notion that the person who Is blind is a
normal person and fully capable of living a
productive and independent, contributing
life," he explained. "That's
possible
because we provide the blind individual an
awareness of what blindness is, how to
understand the problems, and various skills
and techniques for dealing with blindness.
We also .work a great deal on overcoming
the n~g~~ive. attitudes and mlsconceptfons
about ,.\Jlindness and, ,try to get the
individual to understand how he can. adjust
to blindness and deal reasonably and
normally with daily life," stated Halverson ..

Toward Change.
Halverson is one among many that
resent .paternalistic or pitying .. attitudes
toward the. disabled •. Even our vocabulary
is. innately condescending ... 'handicapped'
and 'disabled' both imply that something is
wrong'or even bad. The words with which
.we choose ,to express. ourselves often
contain hidden .implications of what we
really mean, whether ,we realize it or not.
The Commission on the Blind,Co-AD~'
and .BSU'sEXecutive Task Force are all
actively. fighting inappropriate
attitudes
Within themselves and. others abouttheii,
mental and physical· states. One of their'
goalS is to try to effectively chllnge society's
misconceptions .about. •them.
Applying Halverson's succinctly relevant
example in reference to these individuals
.can mark the ~~ginning of our appropriate
re-education about a ~apableand .effective
segment of our Ilociety,
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by Stew O'Brien

Sports Soup

W~rtni!1gUp
To Hot Springs
In our continuing quest in 'coverage of
alternative sports, this week brings us to
hot-springing. Some athletic purists might
seriously question the validity of springing
as a sport. but you can bet first degree
burns it is.
.
Idaho is one of the most' thermally active
states in the northwest, which makes this an
ideal region to." spring" in.
. It is
comparable to the sunbelt states,where
people take their tanning very seriously..
even bordering on the competitive side. .
With winter being the most ideal time to
"spring it", and the height of the cold and
flu season, the hot water expeti~nce
becomes therapeutic as well as fun.
There are varying levels to which you can
ascribe to this sport,' the easiest being
commercial establishments where you pay
to soak in your own private tub or group
swimming pool. Warm Springs Resort on
Idaho 21 near Idaho City is the closest to
Boise and open all year.
Givens Hot
Springs in Melba also features a swimming
pool and private rooms.
Miracle and
Barnaby Hot Springs. near Buhl, and
Thousand Springs Resort near Hagerman,
.. all located on scenic Highway 30, round out
the commercial choices for beginning
springers who like the security of a
structure. These are all within reasonable
driving distances.
.

springs where you can venture to and get
raw.
Keep in mind, however, that most of
these places are accessible only by dirt
roads that are covered with mountain
snows and are' difficult at the very least to
reach in winter.
So be prepared with
proper vehicle and provisions for the worst
and you. may return alive to tell your
friends about what a: great time you had.
You can also check With local authorities
about road conditions.
The book "Hot Springs and Pools of the
Northwest" by Jayson loam is a good
guide to check with for locations and
statistics. The Forest Service can also be
contacted for known springs on their lands.
Finally, the closest" arenas can be. found
in town belonging to the' more fortunate
(17) among us who just buy their own tubs
complete with jets and decks and stick
them, of all places, right outside their back
doors.
Your best bet is to know these
people and visit them of,ten.

SpOrts News ..Real
t

On to the more natural side of hot
springing. The primitive qr semi-improved
pools located out in the sticks. are too great
to list in this article and all within a 125,mile.
radius
of the Boise area.
With
. temperatures ranging from 90-190 degrees,
these geothermal oases can burn even the
toughest presto-macho buns in the state. so
relative caution must be taken, especially
when certain drugs or alcohol are ingested
in conjunction with the ritual. Go with a
friend or let someone know where you're
going if alone, so as not to become another
hot spring-related tragedy.
I luckily
survived one in good shape just three weeks
ago.
Warm Springs and Kirkham are two
springs with adjoining campgrounds, 18
and 4 miles respectively, east of Lowman
on Idaho 21.
Boiling Springs, Moon
Dipper, and Pine Burl are three nice springs
relatively close to one another near the
town of Crouch off Idaho 5S about 70
miles from Boise. Further up the-road near
Cascade and Donnelly, Trail Creek,
Molly's and Gold Fork round out the hot

by .Pacific News Service
More Olympics

Olympics

Organizers' ·of· the": 1984 Summer'
Olympics say t~eY're being ripped-off by
the city of Los Angeles.
Olympic
committee chairman Paul Ziffren calls the
dtY's,estimate'of security costs--expected to
total tens of millions of dollars-- "totally
exorbitant," and claims.L;A. is using the
Olympics to fund entire city departments
during the games.
Althousb a' 1978
referendum requires the Olympic Committee to pay for its own security, Ziffren
says it shouldn't be asked to pay for
. services provided free at L.A. Dodgers and
Rams games. City officials dispute that,
claiming those teams provide private
security, and the Dodgers picked up a
substantial portion of police expenses at
this year's World Series.
Los Angeles

. Coughing could' 'be (the' newest' Olympic'
event at the 1984 Summer Games in Los
Angeles.
A University of California
scientist says "second stage" smog alerts,
which-occur about nine times each July and
August, are almost sure to happen during
the Games. To determine how pollution
would affect the Games, Dr. William
Adams simulated the effects . of a severe
L.A .: smog on runners, soccer players,
cyclists and other long distance athletes!
His findings: all the athletes performed .
below their capacity, and some were unable
to complete their events at all. Olympic
officials
could avoid the risk and
embarrassment of smog-plagued Games,
Adams says, if they schedule events on
Sundays. or in the mornings, when auto
pollution levels are lowest. But Olympic
officials claim the requirements of,' TV
networks are too demanding to let smog
conditions 'dictate schedules.
East Bay

Times. November 10. '

using illegal drugs to improve their'
performance.
The loe's
medical
commissioner wants a year-round network
of "reliable and neutral" laboratories, to
uncover athletes who use steroids and other
drugs while training, but stop during
Olympic Games when they know they'll be
tested for drug abuse. Canadian Olympic
president Dick Pound says without a testing , •
system for all teams, athletes will continue.
to use drugs because "everyone else in their
event is using them, and if they don't
they're at a disadvantage."
.

.

And More.Olympics
The International' Olympic Committee
says it will tighten its rules against athletes

Today, October 13.
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Embar'rassedBritons
Now embarrassment has been found to
be harmful to your health-oat least in
Britain, where a sizable .proportion of the
populace is apparently too self-conscious to
exercise in public. That news comes from a
poll which revealed that 40 percent of" the
British public has taken no exercise at all in
the past six months. Even though over 80·
percent of those questioned also said they
were more worriedabout their health than
ever,
Black and Decker,
which
commissioned the poll, said almost no one
was willing to don a jogging outfit and huff
and puff in public. So the longtime frien~
of the handyman, is moving out of the
workshop and into the bedroom, with a line
of rowing, pacing and sprinting machines it
hopes will break -the reticence barrier.

Times of London, October 28.
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finisher Montana with 75.
scrimmage with 25 points.
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One thing the Broncos need work on is
86, while' Nevada-Reno was fourth with
their passing and defense. .
104.
On :several occasions there were bad
Boise State was right:behind them with
passes \that led to the opposite teams score.
105,as Montana State, \Weber State and'
This was also attributed to the other
University of Idaho rou~ded out the field
team's ability to get down court fast
placing sixth, seventh,
and eighth,
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COORS
1981
,MENS'
BASKETBAlJL.

TOURNAMENT

Dec. 5 & 6,1981 at Bronco Gym
_Sign up your team at the
'lntrcunura1 Dept~' by Dec. 2.
'for further infonnatio~ contact:

wife,~hois
Utah.'

Parking Control
, 'Parking Control Officers may
use their discretion in the towing
away of vehicles. ,This practice
may be'invoked where vehicles are '
obstructing .tne flow of traffic,
from areas marked
yellow,
reserved spaces, fire lanes, or a
continual violator.
A continual violator is a person
who accumulates
3 or .more
parkin~violationsaildis
subject
to towing until all violations are
cleared With the Parking Control

Office ..•

a native of Provo,

BSU' Preview Day ,
'Boi~e State University Previ~w
Day for high school seniors and
any other persons interested in'
BSU will be W!=dnesday, Dec. 2,
beginning at 9:30 .a.m. in the
Student Union Building.,
, . For further hiformation about
.the BSU Preview Day activitil:li,
contact the Boise State Office of
~dmissions
Counseling,

'385-1401: .:

Senate Meetings

Rob~rt Redford
A source within the Democratic
Society, of Utah has discredited
the rumor that Robert Redford
will.run for Senatorof that state.
Janet Gordon, former delegate
for the Democratic party in Utah,
said that Redford is not going to
run.
Redford's interest in the
state of Utah is in part due to his

, ASBSU Seriate Meetings
Where: Senate Chambers, 2nd
floor caucus of SUB.
Time: Wednesdays at 3:40 p.m.
Open to the public
unless
otherwise stated. Deadline for
inclusion on agenda: Wednesdays
at 10 a.m. Call 385-1440 for more
I'
'
mformatton ...

Neil Peterson at 345,6273
or the Intramural Dept. at 385~1131.

BRASS LAMP GIGGLE NIGHTS
Wednesdays at Vista

Tuesdays at Eastgate

572 VistQ Ave.
9:00 till close

610 E. Doise Ave.',
9:00 till close

$ i .50 Pitchers!,,%f," $ i .00 off all Pizzas

* SPORTS TEAMS *
* HAVE ,US VIDEOTAPE YOU" GAMES-- 'NO CHA1\GEI
* VIEW THE GAME ON THE DIG SCREENS AT:
VISTA 344-6541

OR

_Weight LOSS
-stop Smoking

-msomnta
- prosperity
..Relaxation
ReprOgramming
- concentration
-Cood study Habits

,,~,

~,

.,.o·d·C:

f'
I
i

Improve your life - attain your goals. Bad habits
can disappear - good habits can form within as
little as 30 days. YOUcan do It In the privacy of
your home, while you sleep or rest, with cassettes
by professional hypnotist Barrie Konicov. over 120
titles to choose from.
'

EASTGA TE 343-9911

,

i

Available at:
!MILLENIUMI

,New Age, Books, Instruction, Tapes

PSYCHICTHERAPY

Phone 344-7874

8th &ld~hO, D~wntown Boise
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Phoebe & the Pigeon People

by jay Lynch & Gary Whitney

~ast week: We are rescued. by the Haiku Rangeis.
Outside our Motel 6 window, I could hear the din
of Katmandu's rush hour traffic. The TV set in the
comer blipped an.dglitched. Occasionally a fuzzy
.image would appear on the screen for a brief
moment,only to disappear again. Vishnu Bubusat
'on his bed playing with a Slinky, while I leaned
back in a chair with my feet up on the table. ;
I pulled one 'onhe souvenir glass globes 'out of
my pocket and shook it up. Once again, a blanket
of snow fell on the Pyramids in Giza. I wondered',
'what it was like to ride a camel.

The Lymph Nerds':' were opening at ~'the
Katzenjammerz Klub tonight, and their roadies,
the Haiku Rangers, were coming by to pick us up in time for the first set.
These Haiku Rangers were the damndest pair of
guys I'd ever met. They had acquired the magical
power' of,' being able to overcome obstacles by
reciting their "instant haikus" together. They had
gotten pretty good at it, too, according to some of
the stories they had to tell. AliI knew was that they
had saved our asses, and the Bubu and lowed them

Want to reduce air pollution?
Can't find a parking space at
Boise State? Reduce traffic
congestion? Reduce energy
consumption? Meet people?
Consider the benefits you might
derive by commuting. In addition
to saving money you will also be
taking an active role to better the
Boise community. Continue
reading the Boise Primer's guide
to commuter services in the Boise'
area.
Boise Bicycle Commuters
Association is dedicated to public
education geared to safe cycling ..
BBCA works with Ada Planning
Association, the Parks and
Recreation Department, and the
Highway Departmentto improve
the lot of the cyclist in Boise. To -be announced is thefr spring Bike
Fair which features films on bike
safety, mechanicsfor repairs,
safety inspections, anti
consignment sales of used bikes
and parts.. Call 375-0515 for more
information.
'
Bogus Sno-Coach, for all-You
powder ,buffs. Departs from
University Drive and Capital"
Blvd. (Blimpies)at 8:45 a.m.,
12:15 p.m., 4:15 p.m., and6:l5
p.m. Fareis $5.00 roundtrip.
For more information call
459~66l2.
Boise Urban Special, for
handic'apped and senior citizens
6(1or over. A curb to curb
service. Make reservations for
departure and ,return times. -Fare
is $.50 one way, call 345-1234,for
more information.'
Boise Urban Stages has il
network of routes throughout
, Boise. B.u.S.operatesM-F
between 6 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.,
Saturday from 8 a.m, to 5:45
p.m., and on Sunday from 10
a.m, until 3 p.m.on a one hour
_route that circles Boise. Regular
fareis $A5.Between 9:15 a.m.
and 3:15 ,p.~. handicapped,:
.-
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senior citizens and youth (6-14)
can ride B.U.S. for $.20.
Monthly passes are available for
$15 and tokens come in packages
of 10 for $4. For exactschedule
information call 336-1010
Monday.Saturday from 5 a.rn. to
7p.m. '
Ada County District
Ridesharing is a carpool service
that furnishes names of others
that want to rideshare during the
same times 'you do. Rideshare
also gives suggestions for
•
successful carpooling. Contact
your company Ridesharing
, Coordinator or 345·POOL.
Caldwell/Nampa Commuter
Bus runs-a direct route to Boise.
For schedule and fareinformation
c'alI459:66l2.
Idaho Associationof Physically
Handicapped Adults provides a
community van with a wheel chair
lift. Emergency trips are
accommodated, however a 24
hour notice is appreciated.
Donations are accepted. Call
342.9513 for details.
Owner-Operated Commuter
Vanpoolsarein operation.
Commuters'that drive 20 miles or
more a day may be intereste,d in
owning a commuter van.
Financial assistance for vehicle
purchase may be available. .osn
345-POOL for details.
Park 'N Ride Lots serve buses,
vanpools and carpools in Eagle,
Meridian, Kuna, and southwest
Ada County. Motorists drive to a
central location to meet a
commuting transport. Formore
information call 345-POOL.
Reduced Rate "On-Street"
Parking for carpools of three or
more people is available in
downtown Boise. Call 384-4192
for more information.
Valley Commuteride provides
, vanpools to Boise for residents of
Meridian, Kuna, Eagle, Fox
Meadows,Fol;Ridge, Hidden
Valley, Brookhollow Estates,
Frontier, camelot, and Sunset
'West subdivisions.- Call
345-POOL to make arrangements
for afree trial ride.
'
'
Use orany of.the commuter
services featured in the Primer
could save you inoney and lessen
your dependenceon single
rider/driver transportation.
Next week'the Boise-Primerwill
summarize social and
psychological hotlin~sand
servicesin'Boise,; ,!',

-
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one.
Just before nine, their psychedelic Step Van
pulled up in front of the motel. We grabbed our
hats and were out the door.
••••••••••

*Itl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

During the, course of our journey from Hong
Kong to Katmandu, the Haiku Rangers had
become ,wellacquainteg
with our quest for Bud
Rowdy, the Rowdy Buddha; When I showed them
a picture of Rowdy, they:¥pt excited and told us
that the man's name was Voodoo Mon Bud. He
was a record producer back home in Jamaica, they
said. The bastard had a finger in everybody's pie.
He had offered -them a recordiIlg contract, told
them he could get them on the Ed Sullivan show. I
didn't have the heart to tell them that Ed was dead.

". see Eamon decided to call off his hunger strike."

Monroe, the Ranger with the dreadlocks, aimed
the Step Van for an offramp with a sign that read,
"Business District." In another three minutes we
were roiling into the Klub's parking lot.
:' I'd never been in a Tibetan nightclub before. ,I
checked myself out as I walked by the window out
front. I looked pretty "sharp:
Next week: I discover somethiTlg interesting about
the souvenir business. ,

Classified
"~ITES are
"KITES are not just for springtimf;:
anymore. Enjoy the sensation of flying a controllabl
kite. Broadway Hdwe. 1209 Broadway."
Professional"Typing

"Pleasant surroundings, excellent food, good
conversation .•. and yet I'm not completely
comfortable,"
'

THE:
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376-5745.

Need a-fide to Seattle the weekend of the 19th of
December. Will. help, with commuting expenses.
Call:385-1439.Askfor
Val.
'
Bill Lawrence Acoustic Pick-up. "Silencer U." New
condition, $40.00 336:'8648.
"
'
. Have you ever, felt out of step with the world?
ECKANKAR A Way of Life one day seminar Sat.,
Dec. 5,BSU Nez Pearce room. Morning session
·9:00-11 :30am, free. Afternoon session I :00-5:00pm
$SdonatiQn. For information call 344-8137.
Guitar lessons; rock, blues,Jolk,jazz,
beginners,
"intermediates. call Doug after 2:30pm lit 362-3066.
,.,f
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,Found on campus near SEt gold necklace and
.:hain ~ call 336-9386 and identify.
'

